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Shachi Kaul is a web enthusiast and a compassionate writer from INDIA with
utmost dedication, determination and positive attitude for serving humanity.
With a coffee running through her veins, she passionately battles each day,
enhancing her creativity! She enjoys in exploring different people and surfing
internet like discovering some interesting websites. She spends her quality time
in playing musical instruments and preparing powerpoint presentations as well.
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Beautiful Dusk
 
Nature follows law of dynamicity
Boasting for wondrous inexplicable tremendous beauty
Blue planet firmly rotates at axis on its own
Allowing to a'mire the swinging from ‘Dusk-to-Dawn'
Amusing beautiful dusk at its best
Bulging me with immense super-active zeal n' zest
O' Nature!  My messiah, my bestie
Help in detaching worries
Isolate from worldly affairs n' queries
 
Hold on!
 
Devil scorching burning ball about to set
Turned into marvelous combo of Yellow-Orange-and-Red
Warmth in air gradually freezes down
Cool breeze hoverin' made me dizzy deep down
Slowly and slowly
Cleverly and wittily
Sunlight grabbing by the darkness
And birds hastily on venture to their nests
With pleasant miraculous chatting n' chirping
Made to wave my hand n' boosting-
&quot;Come soon innocencies. Will be waiting&quot;.
Though, incredible small creatures
Possess with appreciative addictive features!
 
Softness in the air
Repulsing from worldly sophisticated affairs
Dying of being shackled by greenery velvety chains
Love to be your prisoner
Thy beauty made me faint
Raise your heads
Glare the sheath of dazzling stars will made thy glad
Seems like captured by soul of hound
Here's presenting..
Dusk embraces all its beauty beyond!
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C'Mmon, Live Your Life!
 
The way you want, the way you like
The way you live happy and delight..
Life is short, enjoy it full
Cause time always tease like a bull..
This hustle-bustle defines your life
So, try try and just try all to fight..
O' friend! Ready steady and pull up your socks
No right for obstacles to always mock..
Your guards like angels always trust
That life will NOT make you frust..
Cause you are strong and determinant for sure
Be like a stubborn brute to always be pure..
Though L.I.F.E. is a tough game, but don't be tense
Cause smartness with hard work will make your life sense! !
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Journey To Fantasy World (A Story-Cum-Poem)
 
Materialistic world and monotonous day
Just want to go else and get out from its way
Might be in reality or in my dream
It's dark night and moon dispersing high beam
A dark room having sparkling silvery door
Can't resist, opened without wasting time anymore
 
Jingle bells ringing n giant dinosaurs chirping
Cold breeze blowing n' aunty birds chatting
Owl messengers in sky with letters in their mouth
Arrey! Where should I proceed ‘West' ‘North' or ‘South'?
Giraffe in a red tie and black boots
Trees commanding direction to their ply and roots
Newspapers flying at their own in sky
Yelling ‘Buy me Buy me, don't be shy'
 
Tom n' Jerry running after another
Jerry chasing Tom n' tables turn for further
Big square shaped moon mama up in a sky
Astonished to see during the day
That silvery door must be the way for ‘fantasy life'
For which I always wish n' wanna deeply dive
Monkey Donkey Squirrels n' Deers
Their kids are going when School Bell they hear
 
Strange sound echoes ‘Hold on Baby! Be patient for your coming Baggy'
I asked with thunder w..wh..who is speaking
Oh wow! It's a platform where I am standing
But what kind of baggy is Mr Platform talking
Standing awhile, my eyes caught those men
Diving Superman, Batman and Ironman
Suddenly omniwhere invisible clock echoes at ten
Now the countdown for the coming baggy began
 
Hey! Am I touched to the ground now?
Oh Ghoshh! I am actually flying but how?
How can I fly, I don't have wings
Oh! Am caught by the Golden fishes with flying fins
Never thought that fishes could be a medium for transport
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That too of unique feature which I could only think to afford
 
Ten is my departure, then what about my arrival?
Err..forget about arrival where I actually travel?
No time to think their answers to find
As flattered by the beauty which hypnotized my mind
Oh My god! Red traffic signal is a way ahead
Hey fish stop, else ‘Panda Police' will behead
Aah! ‘tis fantasy world gradually incurring its unique interesting face
Where brooms, fishes, flying machine & unicorn like vehicles race
Hey fish, why there is much crowd over there?
Unicorn, Dragon fly n' all strange creatures standing there
Getting closer,  scene becoming gradually clear
! ! 50% SALE! ! That must be a market in a fare
Isn't it crazy for they too love shopping?
Seem whole fantasy population arrive with kith n' kin
Happy life with no tension no work
Voaah! Here's too available my favourite perk
 
While enjoying n' feeling joy in this journey
Suddenly, Joy fades into a taste of emergency
Hey you fish! Left me n' made fall upside down
Could somebody just shot my expressions ‘frown'
Calculations started for the ‘Mission Rescue'
Wondering now what will be my next EPIC venue
O' my lord! That's fraud n' ground is not so far
The countdown begins for hitting hard
Closed my eyes n' shout hardest to be safe
Opened my eyes and
result with loud cries
Where am I again, realizing lying on bed of my sweet home cave
 
Arghh! That was just a mere dream
Amazing journey with full of excitement n' adventurous cream
‘Dangerous Imagination' could just led me crashed
Oh Jesus! I am on a floor, this led me fall down from my bed..! ! ! !
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L.O.V.E
 
Many warriors disjoint with fear
Time, brain n heart all in 5th gear..
Amongst them, exist a unique warrior
who is though powerful but sometimes shear..
Yes! That's LOVE- power to mould us finally a mad
hobby being playing a tug of war between heart n head..
Wish, its definition be exact in dictionary
Why misunderstood it as a 'momentary'?
 
Is this precious mean for a time-pass?
That's proved you to be a damn 'worst' class..
Amend it as a 'love for life'
Don't play & stake on the edge of knife..
O' my dear! Love is immortal
mixed with pain n blissful portal..
But, life without being a 'true' lover
is just..a tasteless tea without sugar..! !
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Let's Imagine..
 
Let's imagine our earth without gravity
That's not possible without an almighty
 
Let's imagine our country without democracy
That's too not possible without any ministry
 
Let's imagine our ministry without ministers
That's either not possible without we, the voters
 
Let's imagine science without physics
Voaah! not possible without our brilliant myths
 
Let's imagine our study without exams
That's ultimately not possible in any cases
 
Let's freely imagine all those impossible things
Because...that'll hardly cost anything!
 
Shachi Kaul
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Pleading To The Lords
 
Oh my Lord of Water
loft me along with you
when one can find nectar in thou
so that be younger & rescue from hustle
for the whole life's bustle..
 
Oh my Lord of mighty of the mightiest-Time
pity on me as you were never of mine
O' lord! use your mighty power
get static to conceal from pain of shower..
 
Oh my Lord of Land
wish for helping me hand to hand
aid to discover a land of peace
so as to conceal from my inner police..
 
O my Lord of peaceful Air
allow  me to sway with you
with hopes of catching many fairs
and clear pleasing sound of soft breeze within you..
 
Oh my Lord of Fire
let's suppose a place of 'Shire'
where road goes ever on and on
for I must need your heed
coz cruel is burning Shire's seeds
My lord! I beg to pray
Point me a hope of ray
to conceal its floras & lovely greeny Shire..
 
Oh my Lord of ALL CREATURES
why did you build those wise furnitures?
that others use their goodness
just to show their greatness
why did you build this very life?
comprised of fragile relations of hive
if neither do 'life' persists so nor these relations
coz it only led to pain and complications..
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Teacher
 
Life is damn a tough game
Wanna shine as a brightest flame
Crossing a sea of problems n' risks
seem impossible n' unimaginable for life to get fixed
For now, thanks to god
for sending a mentor n' guide my lord
No one but a teacher, guru or a guide
who is a synonym of a word 'Pride'
You are just like a Magnetic Compass
who direct me the right way to live bindass
 
you are my brightest STAR for sure
My pride my guru, now what can I say more
For you,1 word 'Thanks' worth 1000 words
for acting as a shelter for this aimless bird
Thanks for sharpening up my life
Never ever forget you, my teacher, in my whole life..! !
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Wake Up!
 
Wake up! Better you stand, better you wake
Better you don't make your life at stake
Stand as a pillar
Make your voice be more loud n' clear
to the one who never listens
or the one who suppress you for no reasons
Better you stand, better you wake
Better you don't make your life at stake
 
My friend! You the best ever creation
Never treat yourself as a useless equation
Always think as 'You are the best! '
Now who dares to suck your zest
Problems will always try to swallow
All in your hands for a better tomorrow
Never trust anyone more than yourself
Be confident and faith within yourself
Better you stand, better you wake
Better you don't make your life at stake
 
Emotions are like a black hole
where easily get sucked in and lose our control
Then will get ruined for sure
Best solution-never attach and be secure
Use your emotions as a strong weapon
Let them show, we can make something great happen
People here fond of wearing masks
Beware to not get influenced in your tasks
Better you stand, better you wake
Better you don't make your life at stake
 
Now take a pledge
Never make your life a mess
You the pillar, You the faith
You the success, now what more I can say
You are the BEST with upheaving guts
Just show the world and make their mouth shut! !
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What If?
 
What if, time got punctured..
What if, our age forgot growing..
What if, could roll back to our childhood time..
What if, things could be explained easily we really mean to..
What if, word 'EXPECTATION' never b invented..
What if, things can be undo by shortcut key ctrl+z..
What if, innocencies could b hidden from demonies..
 
What if, we could meet our future in advance..
What if, smile would reside on every face for free..
What if, magical wand exist for removing bad stuffs from our mind..
What if, Newton didn't rest under tree or apple never fall on him..
What if, tis' list could ever meet its finish line..
But humans without desires wouldn't be just fine...! !
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Yes! God-Do-Exist
 
Humans were moulded and life started
It's that folded mystery that who actually created..
Many have beliefs with all those conventions
but all we need our comprehensions..
 
Let us assume an invisible power
called as many in one like a hybrid flower..
Eureka! mystery finally get solved
and doubts automatically get resolved..
that whenever a problem engulfs your soul
then have faith, a miracle waiting for achieving your goal..
 
Ahaan! again a mystery case for the humans' dangerous mind
a sole mighty power may exist designated as 'God'
the strong reason of this mystery behind..
Some call Jesus while others call Shiva
also called Masihaa, or designated as Allah..
All can be replaced with another word 'hope'
when no hopes for fantasy miraculous rope..
You are a parent, mentor and an armourer
Indeed an intimate friend, motivator and an admire..
 
Motivate n' stand with us for all the time
for strongly face an obstacle with all our shine..
I can strongly say that God do exist
as a Perfect Natural Complicated Artist..! !
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